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Abstract: An interconnection of wireless nodes in motion is 

called as Mobile AdHoc Network (MANET). One of the problems 

facing MANET is the route failure due to dynamic movement of 

nodes.  Route failure leads to frequent path search and extra effort 

for maintaining existing path. An effective routing protocol 

should choose an elite path for dispatching data and consume less 

resources. Ad-hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector 

(AOMDV) protocol can sustain more than one path between the 

communicating nodes and switches between them, whenever 

communication fails over selected path. This way, it reduces the 

effort of discovering new path, whenever an existing path fails.  

However, while choosing alternative paths the protocol only 

considers the hop count as a deciding factor and it does not take 

into consideration the energy associated with node nor the 

congestion along the chosen path. In this paper, we consider both 

residual energy and active load while selecting path for 

communication. Performance of both protocols are tested on NS2 

simulator. It was found that, the enhancement does provide an 

improvement in performance than the existing protocol                                 

Keywords :AOMDV, Congestion, Energy, Cost function, 

ECAOMDV, Power Factor, Residual Energy, Routing, MANET.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Aself-organizedmobilenodethatcommunicate 

wirelesslyin an infrastructure-less environment forms a 

mobile ad-hoc network [19]. Such a networks are temporary 

as the communication between any neighboring nodes 

breaks, whenever they go beyond wireless range. When a link 

fails between any nodes fails, all the packets that are 

travelling along the path are dropped, resulting in the 

reduction of packets delivered to the destination. This leads 

to a surge in end-to-end delay [1]. If there are multiple paths 

between the nodes, they can quickly change over to other 

paths, when existing path fails and still continue the 

communication without opting to discover a fresh route. Ad 

hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) 

protocol uses this technique to increase its performance. It 

maintains multiple link-disjoint path between the 

communicating nodes. However, it considers only hop count 

while deciding on the communication path and select a path 

with least hop as the primary path. Energy a node and 

congestion level are                                       
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II. RELATED WORK 

There were many attempts made to improve the energy 

conservationand congestion control in MANET. 

A                 b              x         

minimumvalue of residual energy [2] was proposed by 

Yumei Liu et al. This protocol advocates use of least residual 

energy. It uses path with highest residual energy path for data 

              A       v         AOMDV b            

  x   z                                      b  L          

[3]. Here multiple paths are selected based on an energy cost 

function. The protocol optimizes forwarding mechanism by 

using multiple paths to balance energy 

                        A                      AOMDV 

b                                     b  M       A      

al [4]. Here route discovery procedure is identical to 

AOMDV, however the node transmission power is used in 

determining best route. A Modification to AODV protocol to 

handle energy and adaptability was proposed by Patil 

Annapurna et al. [5]. This protocol computes drain count, 

based on the residual energy of the nodes and uses the least 

drain count paths for routing packets. Such a consideration 

makes the networkadaptive in nature.  However, such 

                                                  

         b                   ionillustrate a 

b                     AODV                             

SalwaOthmen et al [6] proposed a protocol based on the 

                 T                                       

both life time and number of hops while routing the packets. 

I        b                                    

      b              I                   b                

existing path fails. The protocol executes better than SPR and 

MAODV, with respect to throughput, delay, and packet loss 

rate. One more AOMDV based protocol that considers 

                                  b  K      K    et al. 

[7]. Here the state of each node is determined by the hop 

count value and energy metric. Here the weakest node 

determines the reliability of the path and such a node is 

avoided during data tra           A         v           

K                              -  A-AO MDV. This 

protocol uses minimal energy and available bandwidth to 

decide the best paths. It uses the path with highest available 

bandwidth to transfer the data Even though this protocol 

shows less energy consumption, lower packet drops and an 

increase in delivery of packets, it may rapidly exhaust 

battery, as it relies on nodes with minimum energy. An 

enhancement to AODV protocol was proposed by Kumaran 

Ragunathan and ThabotharanKathiravelu [9]. Here both 

hop-count and packet travel time were used for choosing path 

during route discovery phase.  
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                                        b      

                                

                       v                          

AODV.Anenergy efficient optimized AOMDV using 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based optimization 

function was proposed by Aqeel et al. [10]. Here the 

optimizationfunction selects route having highest energy 

level and least distance. Simulation results of this protocol 

ex  b                                          v          

                                                          

          A        M      A               11  

                               b                      

basedoncongestioncontrol. A thorough comp                

          v                z      b                  

   v    b               A           1      v       

                           v                 b     

  A ODV                                                   

III. COST FUNCTION AND ROUTE SELECTION 

                b            I                I        

  Mb                V                A       

     v           A                     13   T    b     v  

function should be designed in such a way that, it gives 

higher weight or cost for nodes having lower energy [14]. 

This way, we can eliminate lower energy nodes during route 

selection and obtaina stable sustainable route with nodes 

having higher              

                                      and  b      

                                       T                  

        v                                                    

[15] and can be written              

  

  

H     ρi                               b            i to 

          Fi          x                       of node ni, Wi 

                           v        b                           

b        F                            x               

  v         Pj      v   b                

  

F                                         P j, the total cost 

    b                , 

  

I                     M                                    

          b                 v                v   b     

  

In other words, a path having an intermediate node with 

        x              b                     b         

Suppose, if                              v  F           b   

                                                  v          

                                              T         v       

  

Congestion of a link connecting two nodes can estimated by 

considering the size of the buffer [16].  To estimate the 

congestion along the path, occupied buffer size of all nodes 

along the path are added. This value can be used to choose the 

optimal paths from the available alternative paths.  [10]. 

Congestion Level for given path can be calculated using 

equation (7). 

  

Here np indicates the number of hops in the route p.  The 

occupied buffer size for the link i of the route p is given by 

buffer_size(i). 

 

IV. WORKING OF MODIFIED AOMDV PROTOCOL 

AOMDV                                               

                    AOMDV                         

b              b                                   

           b                             I           

selecta pathwith leastnumber of hops.However, 

consideringonly number of hops does              v   

                                                       

                                      1    T              

           A - hoc On-      M         D        V      

(ECAOMDV) protocoltakesinto account both cost and 

congestion along the path. The RREQ packet of ECAOMDV 

            b                                   F   1        

 
Fig. 1.   d f ed R  te Req e t p cket  f ECAO  V 

 

      H  -                                            

                                         RR P              

  v         F       

         

Fig. 2. E    ced R  te Rep   p cket  f ECA OMDV 

                         b                               

               R                R    M x                  

L v      L            T                F   3     

 

Fig. 3. Modified Routing Table of ECAOMDV 

Whenever a source-                                       

                              b            b          

RR Q                  b                 RR Q           

received by intermediate node, it starts a timer and stores 

         v        RR Q       A     b              

                                                        

path is broadcasted only if they meet following conditions.  
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IF RREQ.Cost<Node.Cost THEN 

    Broadcast RREQ 

ELSE IF RREQ.Cost = Node.Cost THEN 

     IF RREQ.max_cost<Node.max_cost THEN 

 Broadcast RREQ 

     ELSE IF RREQ.max_cost = Node.max_cost THEN 

 IF RREQ.hopCount<Node.Advertised_hopCountTHEN 

     Broadcast RREQ 

 END IF 

     END IF 

ENF IF 

       b            RR Q                                 

                    

1) Increment RREQ.HopCount by one. 

2) If Node.max_cost is greater than RREQ.Max_Cost, 

then RREQ.Max_Cost = Node.max_cost. 

3) RREQ.Cost = RREQ.Cost + Node(Cost) that is add 

the value of cost funciton 

4) If Node.cost is greater than RREQ.Cost, then 

RREQ.Cost = Node.cost. 

5) Computer RREQ. buffer_size = buffer_size + occupied 

size of the buffer of link  

6) Update RoutingTable.CL = buffer_size / hopcount 

     RR Q         v   b                               

                                       RR P              

node d              T   RR P                    M x      

             z            b          b                      

transfer. From the multiple paths, available for the source, a 

path with least congestion is used for transferring data 

packets. When an existing path breaks between any nodes, a 

RERR packet is generated and the route maintenance process 

gets initiated. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The NS-2.34 simulation framework is used to compare the 

performances of AOMDV and ECAOMDV. Simulation 

environmentconsists of a 1    b  1                       

               v                    R         - point 

  b                                            V       

parameters such as Average Delay, Traffic Overhead and 

Packet Delivery ratio are measured by varying number of 

con          D                                 T b   I       

A. Packet Delivery Ratio 

Generally, protocols that show higher values of PDR are 

considered to be better.  It was observed that with the packet 

delivery ration is slightly better than AOMDV. This is 

b          A OMDV selects less congested path for 

transmission. As the path has less congestion, there are less 

chances of packets being dropped and this increases PDR. 

Also, ECAOMDV chooses nodes with sufficientpower. 

Thisalso prevents link breakage due to               F        

              b       R ERR is used to restore the path. All 

these factors lead             v        PDR            

   F          

B. Routing Overhead 

I       b   v                     v                      

      b     OMDV                                

 v        T        b                                         

b   AO MDV        b                        b  

re-    b                            T              

                     T        bv              F          

Table-I: Sett  g   f   m   t    

 
 

 

Fig. 4. I cre  e  f %  f P R w t  t me 

 

Fig. 5. Variation of routing overhead with time 

C. A er ge e d -to-e d de     

T   F   6                   v                         

with time and it leads to the 

breakage of link.  
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T          b                              H   v           b  

                                 AOMDV                      

                 v           AOM DV                     

 

 

Fig. 6. Variation of End to End Delay with time 

D. Residual Energy 

Simulation shows that ECAOMDV utilizes lower energy 

in comparison with AOMDV. This is because, ECAOMDV 

avoids nodes with lower residual energy and distributes the 

load fairly                   A                b   v            

 v                                                        

                AOMDV  T        v         F    7. 

 

Fig. 7.  ecre  e    Re  d    E erg  w t  t me 

E. Throughput 

Simulation results shows that, throughput of ECAOMDV 

increases with time. This is due selection of less congested 

       b         T                                   F            

 

Fig. 8. I cre  e    T r  g p t w t  t me 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed, Energy and Congestion ware protocol 

selects an optimal path subject to the level of congestion and 

                             I                                

load between the nodes and improves lifetime of the route, 

thereby providing better throughput for the network. Result 

of simulation shows that, ECAOMDV co                   

        v                                AO MDV      
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